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NEW QUESTION 1
Which three of the following are functions of a Text Block element in OmniScript? Choose 3 answers

A. Error conditions
B. User input fields
C. Links or images
D. Text formatting
E. Table formatting

Answer: CDE

NEW QUESTION 2
A company has designed a process that extracts a large amount of data from a Salesforce object. Due to the volume of data that will be retrieved, it is important
that Governor limits are not exceeded.
What solution should the consultant recommend?

A. DataRaptor Extract with Chaining
B. DataRaptor Turbo Extract
C. Calculation Procedure and DataRaptor Turbo Extract
D. Integration Procedure and DataRaptor Turbo Extract

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 3
A business needs to create a FlexCard to display open cases for an account. The cases should display different depending on their priority.
• Low or Medium priority cases should display case data and an Update Account Info action.
• High priority cases should include a red border, an alert notification, and an Escalate action. What is the most efficient way to meet these requirements?

A. Create a FlexCard with two card state
B. Use conditions on the state to filter for priority.
C. Create a FlexCard with one card stat
D. Use conditions on the fields and actions to filter for priority.
E. Create two FlexCards with one card state eac
F. Use conditions on the states to filter for priority.
G. Create two FlexCards, one for Low / Medium priority cases and another for High priority cases.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 4
A health provider company is building a new application for its medical officers. The company wants to display medical test reports for patients. Medical test
reports is a custom object, related to the Patients object. For e< patient, the company needs to list each medical test report including the report name, date
requested, and d generated. From each medical test report, the user should be able to take the following actions:
• Approve
• Print for Review
• Send for Retest
Which OmniStudio tools should the consultant use to design a solution to meet these requirements?

A. Salesforce list view with custom buttons/links
B. Multiple FlexCards with single action
C. OmnlScript with multiple Step elements
D. Single FlexCard with multiple actions

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 5
A business wants to display cases for an account using FlexCards. The cases should be organized in a tabular list by case status, so that Escalated cases appear
first, followed by Active and Closed cases.
Which FlexCard feature should the consultant recommend to meet this requirement? 

A. flyout with child FlexCards with conditions to filter by case status
B. States with conditions to filter by case status
C. A Datatable element with the Group By property
D. Child FlexCards in a parent FlexCard with the Group By property

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 6
Which OmniStudio tool creates a Chatter post and sends to a Chatter feed?

A. DataRaptor Load
B. Integration Procedure
C. Calculation Procedure
D. FlexCards

Answer: B
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NEW QUESTION 7
A company has an existing OmniScript running in production. The business decides additional customer information is needed and wants to add more questions to
the process.
What is the most efficient approach that the consultant can recommend to the business to meet this requirement?

A. Add a new Step element with Input elements
B. Add an LWC component
C. Add an Input Action to a Step
D. Add a embedded FlexCard

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 8
A company needs to create a new quote estimation process for its services team. This process involves multi; steps. The user needs to enter a variable number of
rows of data in order to calculate the correct final price f the quote. The data that needs to be entered in each row includes:
• Service category
• Number of hours
• Hourly rate
The number of hours should be multiplied with the hourly rate to calculate the total for each row. Which three OmniScript elements should the consultant
recommend to meet these requirements? Choose 3 answers

A. Edit Block
B. Multi-select
C. Formula
D. Step
E. Input Block

Answer: ACD

NEW QUESTION 9
A business wants to add typeahead functionality to an existing OmniScript. The business wants the user to begin entering the name of a contact in Salesforce. and
allow the user to select the contact once it has found a match. Once the contact has been selected, the OmniScript should retrieve the contact's email address for
use in a later step of the process.
What data source is needed when using the TypeAhead element?

A. HTTP Action
B. Integration Procedure Action
C. DataRaptor Post Action
D. DataRaptor Extract Action

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 10
Which OmniStudio tool is optimized for performance and minimizes configuration time?

A. Integration Procedure
B. DataRaptor Extract
C. DataRaptor Turbo Extract
D. Calculation Procedure

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
An Insurance company decides to use calculation procedures and matrices to calculate premium costs for new Insurance policies. Prices change very frequently,
resulting In multiple copies of the rating or pricing tables.
What is an advantage of calculation procedures that the consultant should highlight in this scenario?

A. Allows aggregate functions
B. Allows text concatenation using algebraic operators
C. Allows multiple versions that will execute based on when the request is made
D. Allows AI integration to calculate next best offer using policy attributes

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 12
Which OmniScript element can be used to retrieve data from more than one source?

A. Calculation Action
B. Integration Procedure Action
C. DataRaptor Extract Action
D. Matrix Action

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 13
A company plans to rebuild a process that includes functionality that was originally written in APEX and Visual pages using OmniScript. The consultant reviews the
process and sees in the first step, the user reviews data then enters additional information. In the next step, the process retrieves data from an external system.
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In this scenario, which OmniStudio data tool should the consultant recommend?

A. DataRaptor Turbo
B. Calculation Procedure
C. Integration Procedure
D. DataRaptor Extract

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 14
A company uses calculation procedures to determine product pricing. Due to the company's pricing schedules, there is always more than one calculation
procedure active at one time for a given date.
In this scenario, how will the calculation engine select which calculation procedure to run?

A. Date modified
B. Priority
C. Sequence
D. Date created

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 15
A consultant has a project with the following requirement: "Agents need to follow a standard customer greeti…. script in order to ensure brand consistency."
Which OmniScript element should the consultant recommend to ensure the agents can see and follow these standard scripts?

A. Input Block
B. Text Area
C. Headline
D. Step

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 16
A company is designing a new console for contact center agents. The cards in the console need to display the following:
• "Open" cases with case description, case open date, case type, assigned to and priority fields. Open should be highlighted with a red border.
• "Awaiting Closure" cases with case description, last action taken date, resolution, approval reason for closure, and assigned to fields. These cases should be
highlighted with a grey border.
• "Closed" cases with case description, resolution, case closed date fields with a link to duplicate cases. All cases will be fetched using a single DataRaptor.
How should the consultant design the FlexCard solution to meet these requirements?

A. Using card session variables and a single FlexCard with multiple flyouts
B. Using card session variables and multiple FlexCards
C. Using card filter and a single FlexCard with multiple flyouts
D. Using card filter and multiple FlexCards

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 17
Which of the following is a key difference between Integration Procedures and DataRaptors?

A. DataRaptors can access data from external sources.
B. DataRaptors can invoke multiple actions in a single server call.
C. Integration Procedures can access data from external sources.
D. Integration Procedures can retrieve data from multiple related objects.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 18
When a customer calls to add a new primary contact to their account, call center agents need to complete a I contact form. The agent enters the new contact
information using an OmniScript and then needs to generate PDF with the contact information pre-filled that can be shared with the customer.
Which OmniStudio tool should the consultant recommend to generate the pre-filled PDF'

A. OmniStudio Action
B. Integration Procedure
C. DataRaptor
D. Calculation Procedure

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 19
A client wants to create an OmniScript to capture customer satisfaction. The process requires the following actions:
• Present the user with a customer satisfaction question that allows them to select one option from a 1-5 satisfaction rating.
• Create a case for an account team member to follow up.
• Email a summary message to the user.
Which OmniScript elements should the consultant recommend to meet these requirements'

A. Radio Group, Remote Action, and Messaging Action
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B. Multi-Select, Remote Action, and Email Action
C. Radio Group, DataRaptor Post Action, and Email Action
D. Edit Block, DataRaptor Post Action, and Messaging Action

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 20
A business is creating a new OmniScript that will allow agents to launch a guided selling process from an account detail page. The consultant reviews the initial
design proposed for the OmniScript and sees that the process ^ the following steps:
• Step 1: Enter account name to retrieve account information
• Step 2: Review and edit account information
• Step 3: Select products
• Step 4: Enter payment information
Following best practices, what suggestion should the consultant make to improve the design?

A. Remove Step 1 and prefill the account information automatically.
B. Divide Step 2 into two steps, so each task is distinct.
C. Use an Edit Block in Step 4 to enter payment information.
D. Use Multi-select elements in Step 3 for the product list.

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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